


History Through Hip Hop (HHH) is a youth development program that increases 
media, cultural, and language literacy and equips urban youth to create and use 
Hip Hop culture as a tool for personal development and an alternative to risky 
behaviors.  HHH is one of seven program offerings from the Mural Music & Arts 
Project (MMAP) to educate, empower, and inspire youth through participation in 
the arts, and reflect themes such as community, equity, justice, local history, 

and personal leadership.  This year, HHH youth artists explored 5 steps of "The 
Blueprint to Greatness" - The Dream, The Plan, The Hustle, The Grind, The Success 

- and created a 12-track album, 6 art installations, 4 original dances, and a 
digital e-book. 
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featuring Darryl, Va’Shawn, Sha’Dai, 
Anthony, and BrySon

featuring Detwone, Isaiah, Benny, Yvonne, 
REBA & jervon

“Let's be that motivation/
To shape and change the minds/

For my kin that's in the darker places/
Trying to reach them higher places”

- Darryl

detwone:
“when your 

back’s against the wall 
and you aint in no position/ 
to go and finish the mission 

you have to make a decision, fast” 



featuring Jervon, Isaiah, Yvonne, And Anthony

featuring ISaiah, Reba, and Sha’Dai

“Everyday, I'm out to get my education/
In the afternoon best believe I'm paper chasing” 
- Yvonne

“hold up, wait, stop, pause/ tell me what’s the protocol/
when you’re walking home with a bag a skittles/

and your hoody up is a gang symbol” - Reba

produced 
by diego



featuring Yvonne, Sha’Dai, and Reba

featuring Anthony, dey’quan, 
va’shawn and jervon

“see everyday we gotta get it/
cause it’s our nature, 
it’s our mission”
-Sha’dai

                      “working 25 - 8, 
 no time to sleep/

                        i make this money, 
the money don’t make me/...

Can’t nod off, you know i got to stay alert/
you work hard, play hard?/ all i do is work”

                                         -jervon   

produced 
by diego

produced 
by diego



featuring Darryl, va’shawn, 
Benny, Isaiah, and Bryson

featuring isaiah, reba, 
bryson and adrian

“we live in a place, where media tells us lies/
we try to take action, but all we get is denied/
they trying to see my city, in its demise/
but they wrong, cause all we do is rise” -benny

“negative energy surrounding me/
trying to get the best out of me/
proud to be who i am,
staying positive, you know how i be”
-Adrian

produced 
by diego



“It all starts with a Dream/
and then a plan to succeed/

we hustle just to make it on the scene/
this is the blueprint to greatness

then you know we got to grind/ 
cause you know it takes some time/

to see success and reach that finish line/
this is the blueprint to greatness”

“That homegrown economy, 
so that’s more to your pocket/

two steps forward, one step back,
boy you need to stop it”

-Detwone

featuring bryson, isaiah, adrian, and reba

featuring isaiah, detwone, 
    and reba

produced 
by diego



“Started off with Rodrigo Cruz in ‘95/
brain damaged from cleaning toxic sludge, 

people its time to rise”
- Bryson

featuring bryson, adrian, darryl,  
                                          brenda, and keith cross




